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REMOVE THE idea of flamboyant Cuban
dancing, complete with ruffled sleeves and
mirror-shine shoes, from your mind right
away. Chacha, as opposed to the cha-cha,
is a serious business.
Born in the country widely considered to

be the home of winemaking, where
research suggests grape juice was first
fermented over 8,000 years ago,
Georgia’s beloved spirit, Chacha, is aiming
to make a serious name for itself as a
premium pour with an interesting story to
tell – as well as a must-have for anyone
who is truly serious about world spirits and
cocktail innovation.
The story behind Chacha, a 45%-60%

abv brandy made by distilling the grape
pomace that elsewhere in the winemaking
world is commonly regarded as a waste
product, is one reminiscent of Prohibition-
era America (or even modern-day rural
Ireland where illicit “poitin” is made from
potato peels). 
Moreover, as is common with products so

embedded in the folk history of a nation,
farfetched notions of witch-doctor
treatments are not far behind. The belief is
still common in Georgia that rubbing the
spirit on one’s stomach will cure aches and
indigestion, while consuming it can even
sort out an ear infection.  
However, fun and folklore aside, the key

difference between Chacha and its
“moonshine” cousins is that there has
never been anything illicit about this highly
prized spirit in its home country.
Carrying on a centuries-long tradition,

Georgian families continue to create their
own unique versions of this “vine vodka” –
the production of which uses the Qvevri
vessels so synonymous with Georgian wine
– and for the drink to feature prominently
during feasts or celebrations such as
weddings and birthdays. 
And given that the grapes used to create

Chacha are the highly regard Georgian
varieties of Saperavi, Rkatsiteli and
Mtsvane, it is no wonder that production of
the spirit is continually refining itself to
better communicate its amazing variety of
terroir, aroma and flavour. 
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As such, it is now the case that the top
Georgian wine producers are creating their
own premium Chacha brands, devoting as
much time and effort to the spirit as they
are to the wine that first made them
famous around the world. 
The most cutting-edge technologies and

techniques are now widely practiced in
serious Chacha-making, providing a first-
rate product that is lapped up in its home
country – consumed neat to appreciate its
smooth taste or mixed in cocktails to fully
harness its flavour.
But now is the time for the wider spirits

world to sit up and take notice. The
Chacha industry sees potential in the

clubs, restaurants and cocktail bars across
the globe – venues that know, in the
competitive environment that exists today,
that innovation and diversity are key to
getting customers to keep coming back
for more.
Not only this, but the global trend

towards premiumisation in terms of both
the quality of the product and its
packaging, is dictating the progress of
Chacha production and its marketing
approach. It is now not uncommon to

have Chacha products commanding the
same prices as well-recognised Scotch and
vodka brands – further evidence that its
best examples deserve to sit side-by-side
with other, more universally popular, forms
of spirit.
A further encouraging sign for the future

of Chacha is the exceptional rise in
popularity of its Peruvian / Chilean cousin,
Pisco – a similar pomace brandy that
forms the key component in several
popular cocktails, most notably the Pisco
Sour. London – the world drinks trade
capital – recently devoted an entire week
to celebrating the Pisco Sour, with the
city’s vast number of Peruvian restaurants
pushing the cocktail to their many
thousands of devoted and influential fans. 
Therefore, if the success of London Pisco

Week is anything to go by, the world’s
lesser-known spirits can count on an
audience thirsty to broaden their horizons,
and on bartenders willing to create
innovative cocktails to help introduce the
product to the masses.
Georgia’s Chacha producers have not

missed this important development. In
fact, so encouraged by the growth
potential of its prized spirit, and with the
Chacha brands eager and capable to
spread their wings further beyond their
borders, the Georgian government is
taking the charge to alert the world’s trade
and consumers. 
So, with the government pledging

support and its ministries acting as a
powerful mouthpiece; the world opening
its eyes to spirits from all corners of the
world; and – most importantly – a
fundamentally good product that people
can enjoy in all-manner of forms, the
future of Chacha is, like the costumes
associated with its dancing namesake,
looking bright. sb
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Qvervi are emblematic of Georgian wine, but are also used in Chacha production 
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